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Synopsis

HOUSE WITHOUT ROOF is about the journey of the siblings LIYA, JAN and ALAN who were born in the Kurdish

area of Iraq and grown up in Germany. The three of them want to fulfill their mother`s last wish to bury her in her

home village beside her husband who got killed in the war under Saddam Hussein regime.

On their nerve-wracking Kurdish-odyssey they are not only faced with their Kurdish extended family that does

not accept the last wish of their mother but particularly with their own matters. In recent years they distanced

from each other – everybody runs his own life – and whenever they are holding talks, they are mostly based on

reproaches.

In parallel with the run of their journey it is noticeably that in their home country the dimension of an awful

conflict, that nobody can surmise, is heading for disaster.
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Writer & Director

Soleen Yusef was born in Duhok, Iraqi Kurdistan in 1987. At the age of nine she and her family fled to Germany

because of political reasons. After graduating high school she attended the Academy of Stage Arts and was

trained as singer and actress. Moreover she worked as a production assistant and assistant director fort he

production company mîtosfilm.

In 2008 she started studying feature film directing at the Baden-Wurttemberg Film Academy.

Her Film TRATTORIA, which she has made in her third year premiered at the Berlin International Film Festival

in 2012. HOUSE WITHOUT ROOF is at the same time her graduating project and first feature film and has been

shooting in spring 2015 in and around her hometown Duhok.
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2016 · Feature Length Film · 117 min
Writer & Director
mîtosfilm in Koproduktion mit in coproduction with SWR/ARTE und Essence Film
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Concept & Director
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FESTIVALS
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Writer & Director
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Duhok International Film Festival | 2011 | Wettbewerb
Nashville Film Festival | 2013
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The story of HOUSE WITHOUT ROOF has been caused out of the need to reappraise cinematically my own

war- and flight experience and the one of my family and friends - to create the audience a personal and

individual approach to such a topic.

Just today the topic “refugees” is ever-present and inevitable. Something that has always troubled me is the fact

that the representation exists nearly ex-clusively on political statements and journalistic headlines. The human

being and his personal, in-dividual fate are not at all or hardly elucidated. War is not a catch-line, it does not

only cost a lot of money, but most of all many lives, and leaves an imprint on thousands upon thousands

of biographies.

One of those is HOUSE WITHOUT ROOF. Its focus is the dense and emotional life`s journey of a Kurdish family

that escaped at the end of the 80`s from the Saddam Hussein`s regime to build up a new life in Germany, living

between two worlds from now on. The main characters are the three siblings ALAN, JAN, and LIYA, the refugee

children and the next generation of the Saddam dictatorship. The three have to fulfil their mother`s last will to bury

her in her Kurdish home village beside her husband, who had died in the war. The village is bombed-out so that

the siblings lost a part of their childhood and deracinated them. Besides they grew apart from each other.

The compliance of their mother`s testament becomes a severe roller-coaster of emotions, especially when they

get confronted with the family secret about their father and the repressed past of the wartime.

HOUSE WITHOUT ROOF is not only an emotional and attritional journey as a film, the defined goal was very

important and formative, too. I know, the saying - The journey is the reward - is often heard, but in effect to

experience and to understand it makes films and its work more significant. While we were preparing our

film-shooting for HOUSE WITHOUT ROOF in June 2014, a film that is not only be set in the Kurdish area in

Northern Iraq but should be shot there as well, the IS attacked within days the town Mossul. In a minimum of time

incredible fear and terror were spread againin this region, and we were in the thick of things to shoot our film. The

bitter reality we wanted to talk about overwhelmed us extremely, and we were confronted with real, tragical facts.

We had to postpone our film-shooting for unforeseeable time. Again people of that area were confronted with

death, sorrow and flight after a peaceful and hopeful period. Who should be interested in films?

Day and night I was busy with reading news and phoning. The questions were – how far the IS had advanced, who

had died or survived? After about nearly 2 months of having realized the terror, the IS attacked the next region in

Northern Iraq and com-mitted a genocide on the Kurdish Yazidi people in the Sindschar Mountain. Paralyzed with

this dark cloud that had overshadowed the whole area even more, people scared stiff. Within 2 months about 2

million refugees had escaped from Mossul and Sindshar, most of them came to my hometown Duhok, that is not

even 60 kilometers from there.

The local impressions choked throat, head, and heart. What to do with this tragedy? Deeply moved I rewrote the

script of HOUSE WITHOUT ROOF. From that day on reality has influenced our formal idea of the film, leading

to a better ending in a tragic way. The biography of GULE, ALAN, JAN, LIYA and their father has become realer

and more important, and the drive for telling it under such adverse conditions stronger than ever before.

A fictive idea became a personal matter, a personal concern an odyssey – and all involved parties could learn

and reflect a lot.

Looking back I admire the courage and hope of each participant who took part in the development of this story.

Director’s Statement



LIYA
MINA ÖZLEM SAĞDIÇ

Mina Özlem Sağdıç was born in Hannover. She finished her actor’s training at the Fritz-Kirchhoff-Schule in

Berlin and since then is working in different film and series productions in Germany, as well as in Turkey.

In this context Mina Özlem for example was seen in the third season of the successful German TV-Series

“Danni Lowinski“, the ARD production “Schwimmen lernen“ which has been directed by Hansjörg Thurn as

well as the leading character in Ayşe Polat’s feature film “The heiress“.

Mina Özlem lives and works in Berlin and Istanbul.

Sasun Sayan was born in Berlin in 1985. Since his childhood he loves being on stage. In 2013 he graduated

from the Europäisches Theaterinstitut Berlin. Already during his studies he acted in several theater plays. At the

Berliner BALLHAUS NAUNYNSTRASSE he worked with the directors Neco Celik, Hakan Mican, Miraz Bezar

and Züli Aladag, who casted him 2010 for the TV Series “Der Kriminalist: Abgetaucht“. More engagements

followed at the Stadttheater Cottbus, Hebbel Theater Berlin and Hoftheater Berlin.

The feature film “House without roof“ (mîtosfilm, Essence Film, SWR/ARTE), which was shot in Nothern Iraq

in spring 2015, is his first movie, in which hetook over the part of the leading character.

Besides his passion for theater and film, Sasun likes practicing Wing Tsun, an Asian martial art, which he has

been doing for about 15 years, or he plays the Oud, an oriental guitar.
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Murat Seven was born in Berlin in 1980. He received his training at the Schauspielschule Charlottenburg.

In 2005 he acted in Mark Poepping’s short film “Kleine Fische“. Murat’s first leading character was in

“Adems Sohn“, directed by Hakan Savaş Mican. 2008 he acted in Neco Çelik’s theater play “Nathan Messias“

followed by a role in the successful German TV-Series “Alarm für Cobra 11“ in the episode “Bruderliebe“.

He was part of theater projects by Nurkan Erpukat, as well as in Baris Karademir’s productions “Maria Magdalena“

and “Medea“.

Last years he was acting in “Mountain & Stones“ by the Hollywood director Joseph Ruben and took over the

part of the leading character in “House without roof“.
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